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The First General Electric Transistors: General Electric Company was a major manufacturer of electronic
equipment and electronic components, including vacuum tubes, at the time of the introduction of the
transistor in the late 1940s and was very quick in establishing research and development programs for this
new technology. The transistors shown across the top row are all early 1950s GE devices: the G11 point
contact transistor at upper left was developed in 1950 and was one of the first commercial transistors
available from any company. The four handmade plastic cased units at top center are examples of the
industry’s very first alloy junction transistors, all of which were made in 1951 at the GE Syracuse facility by
John Saby. The invention of this PNP alloy junction technology was a major milestone in semiconductor
history and was the basis for millions of production transistors over the next two decades. The black metal
prototype unit at upper right is from 1952 and is an early example of another major transistor type (NPN
grown junction) commercialized by GE and used as the technological basis for large scale production in the
1950s and 1960s. The transistors shown in the lower photo are all General Electric production units from
the mid-1950s, and illustrate the broad range of transistor types manufactured by GE. The leftmost units,
2N107 and 2N170, were marketed successfully to hobbyists and were relabeled “fallouts” that didn’t meet
production specifications. High volume customers of 1950s GE transistors often specified unique type id
numbers, such as the 4JD1A21, or purchased unlabeled and unpainted cases types – above center. Building
on its success with germanium transistors, GE was also very active in developing some of the industry’s first
silicon transistors, such as the 1958 2N336 at lower right - early GE silicon devices are easily identifiable
because of the striking silver/blue paint case paint. General Electric was a 1950s germanium transistor
powerhouse and was the leading registrant of new JEDEC types through 1957. GE developed transistors for
most all industry applications including consumer electronics, computers, industrial and military.
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1954 GE Transistors in Production Quantities: In late 1953, GE introduced its first commercial PNP alloy
junction transistors, the 2N43/44/45 – this was a robust and high performing product line, and was
immediately in high demand. Note in the November 1954 ad above, that GE was “swamped with orders” and
could only handle “your minimum requirements”. GE was working hard to bring greatly expanded production
lines on line. Many of these first GE transistors found their way to computer companies (such as Univac)
and soon were incorporated in new designs.
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Commercial NPN Transistors in 1955: As shown in the April 1955 ad above, GE introduced its NPN line of
germanium transistors shortly after the earlier 1953 PNP introduction. GE had developed a unique “rate
grown” manufacturing process for these NPN devices that resulted in good high frequency performance and
consistency across larger production lots. These characteristics were in high demand by computer engineers,
and GE NPN transistors were used in large numbers in 1950s computers. A unique aspect of these GE NPN
transistors was the proprietary “bath-tub oval” shape of the cases (see the 2N78 in the ad above). This
case style was in contrast with the round “top hat” format used for the early GE PNP transistors, such as
the 2N43/44/45. Note also that these proprietary GE cases also used the “pinched top” vacuum exhaust
tube on the case top. These General Electric case types and manufacturing techniques resulted in very
robust devices, which were ideal for many industrial and military applications, including computers.
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Early GE Computer Transistors: Shown at top are a series of 1950s and 1960s General Electric germanium
transistors. GE was one of the best known and most successful manufacturers of transistors during this
timeframe and produced a broad range of types, including computer transistors. A unique aspect of early
GE transistors was the “pinched top” case style, shown on the two devices at top far left. This early case
structure was the result of a pinched-off exhaust tube on the top of the case that was used to create a
vacuum inside the case in order to protect the transistor junction from contamination. These GE devices
were indeed highly reliable. By the late 1950s, the “pinched top” case style was obsoleted as more modern
manufacturing processes achieved high reliability without the use of vacuum. The two middle transistors
above are examples of the late 1950s GE case style. In the 1960s, GE adopted the industry standard TO-5
case style for most germanium transistors, as shown at far right above. The 1961 sales brochure excerpt
above provides a listing of the many GE transistors available at this time, including early silicon devices.
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1960s Transistor Logic Systems: General Electric actively promoted the use of its transistors in a variety
of applications throughout the 1950s and 1960s, including use in computer logic circuits. Shown above is a
section of a table excerpted from the Fifth Edition of the GE Transistor Manual, published in 1960, which
documents the specific transistor logic circuits that were typical for 2 nd generation digital computers. This
timeframe coincides with the brief period in the late 1950s and early 1960s, just prior to the
commercialization of integrated circuits, when discrete transistor circuits were used in large scale digital
computers. RTL (Resistor Transistor Logic), for example, was used extensively in many 2nd generation
computers, such as the RCA 501. The above table provides an excellent summary of the primary transistor
logic circuits that were the basis for most commercial transistorized digital computers. Note that GE
manufactured an extensive variety of germanium transistors that were suitable for all the different logic
systems shown above and that silicon transistors were just beginning to become available.
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2N43: In mid-1953, General Electric (GE) made an early commercial entry into the new field of junction
transistors with the 2N43/44/45 line of germanium alloy junction devices. These were rugged, reliable
transistors enclosed in the now classic “pinched top” metal case. These first GE commercial germanium
junction transistors were quite expensive, costing as much as $23.75 (for the 2N43) in the 1954 Radio Shack
catalog. All these devices were made on the same manufacturing lines, with a gain test process used to sort
the transistors into the appropriate 2N4X categories. “Leftovers” from the 2N4X line, which failed to meet
minimum specs, were sold as the famous 2N107 hobbyist transistor. The 2N45 was obsoleted by GE in the
late 1950s, but the 2N43 and the 2N44 remained in production for many years, into the 1960s. These
devices were “second-sourced” by both ETCO and General Instruments (GI). The 2N43A was the first
USAF qualified transistor, and was tested to ensure high reliability. The GE 2N4X line of germanium PNP
alloy junction transistors were versatile, rugged devices that found widespread use in military, commercial
and audio applications. Early digital computers that used the 2N43 transistor included the ORDVAC and
EDVAC.
4JDA121: In the 1950s, the industry standards for transistor typing and part number assignment were
rapidly evolving, and many early semiconductor companies identified new devices with proprietary or “housenumbered” designations instead of the more standard “2N” sequence. GE, for example, used the “ZJ”
designation for early prototypes and the “4JD” prefix for preproduction types or those types which did not
meet specific “2N” requirements or were developed specifically to meet individual customer requirements.
The 4JDA121 transistor had performance similar to the 2N43 and was sold throughout the 1950s. It was
used in the MIT TX-2 computer.
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Introduced by GE in 1953, the 2N43/44/45 line of transistors was very successful and sold in the millions
of units over the next 20 years. By 1958, the lower performing 2N45 had been obsoleted, as can be seen by
the spec sheet for these devices above. Note also that in 1958, the case style for these transistors
continued to use the “pinched top” exhaust tube as introduced in 1953. The early GE PNP transistors were
also notable for the “top hat” case style, which was continued throughout the 1950s.
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By 1959, GE germanium transistors no longer used the “pinched-top” case style, as illustrated by the spec
sheet above. The 2N43A transistor was similar to the 2N43, except that the gain for the 2N43A was
guaranteed to be between 30 and 66, which was electrically identical to the USAF 2N43A.
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Reliable GE Transistors: Above is a section of a 1960 electronics industry ad from GE, publicizing the high
reliability characteristics of the GE germanium transistor product line. GE metal-cased transistors,
beginning in 1952 with the 2N43/44/45 product line, were very rugged devices, and were used extensively
in military and industrial applications such as computers where long life and continued reliable performance
were required. Note some interesting facts from the above ad: (1) GE manufactured over 20-million
transistors from 1952 to 1960, which is an impressive number and confirms GE’s early and continued
commercial success with germanium transistors and (2) The life-cycle tests discussed above confirm an
actual minimum of 40,000 hours of operating life for these transistors, which is also an impressive result
for devices manufactured in the very early days of transistor technology.
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GE Transistors in Univac Computers: Shown above is a
paperweight highlighting the use of GE transistors in
Univac Real Time Systems. The actual transistor shown
is a PNP germanium GE 2N45, with a 1956 date code.
GE was a leader in supplying rugged transistors to the
computer industry during this timeframe, and Univac
was a leader in the computer industry. Real time
systems were designed for the high speed processing
requirements of military and scientific computing
applications. At upper left is a Univac type 495-53A2
circuit board loaded with 11 GE transistors, all of type
4JD1B2 with date codes of 1956. As noted earlier, the
“4JD” numbering approach was used by GE to identify
non-standard or performance specific device types.
The “495” circuit board series was used for the Univac
File System Computer, which was originally introduced
in the early 1950s. At left is the cover of the Third
Edition of the GE Transistor Manual, published in 1958.
GE published a series of Transistor Manuals, beginning
with the First Edition in 1956 and concluding with the
Seventh Edition published in 1964. These publications
were highly regarded and contained substantial
technical information on the design and use of early
transistors, including extensive information on the use
of transistors in computers.
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4JD1B2: The 4JD1B2 transistors shown above left are dated 1957 (black units) and 1958 (silver units). As
noted earlier the “4JD” numbering sequence was used by GE to identify non-standard or performance
specific device types. The 4JD1B2 type was developed as the initial entry in the sequence of transistors
“4JD1B3 and 4JD1B4”. These types were identified as symmetrical or bi-lateral transistors, which were
designed specifically by GE for computer switching applications. The 4JD1B2 was rated at the highest
voltage of these three types, all of which were rated to perform up to .8 MC. GE sold this device type to
Univac for use in the Univac File Computer. These transistors were available commercially, with the 4JD1B3
and 4JD1B4 listed for over $6 each in the 1959 Allied Radio catalog. Symmetrical transistor types were
developed by several computers in the 1950s, including General Electric and General Transistor. This
technology was short-lived and remaining examples of germanium symmetrical transistors are rare.
2N395/2N396/2N397: This line of transistors was registered by General Electric with JEDEC in December
1957, with the following statement of functionality: “The General Electric types 2N395, 2N396, 2N397 are
PNP alloy junction high frequency switching transistors intended for military, industrial, and data processing
applications where high reliability and extreme stability of characteristics are of prime importance.” These
three types offered similar performance, with the primary exception of high frequency response – the
2N395 offered the lowest cutoff frequency of 4.5 MC, the 2N396 was 8 MC and the 2N397 was 12 MC.
The 2N397 was the most expensive, at almost $8 in 1959. These types were highly reliable and the
documented switching speeds were adequate for most computer requirements of the time. This product line
was used in several historic computers, including the 1959 Autonetics RECOMP II Transistorized Computer,
the MIT TX-2, and the BASICPAC U.S. Army tactical field data computer.
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The Popular 2N395/396/397
Series of GE Computer Transistors:
By 1958, General Electric had developed advanced
germanium transistor design and manufacturing
processes and was able to supply highly reliable switching
transistors for the computer market. The 2N395/96/97
product line of transistors was well received by computer
designers and saw widespread use across the industry.
The scan above is a partial view of the September 1958
data sheet for these transistors, and note the claim of
“high reliability and extreme stability” for data
processing applications.
These transistors offered
similar performance to the earlier GE 2N123 computer
transistor and were also identified by the internal GE
type numbers as 4JD1D2 (2N395), 4JD1D1 (2N396) and
4JD1D3 (2N397). Due to the broad suitability of this
product line for computer circuits, GE highlighted the
use of these transistors in the reference section “Basic
Computer Circuits” of the 1960 Fifth Edition of the
General Electric Transistor Manual. Shown at left are
excerpted circuits for both parallel and series
configurations of logic circuits using 2N397 transistors.
Other 2N397 circuits are also shown including nonsaturating
flip-flop,
Schmitt
triggers,
astable
multivibrator, and monostable multivibrator.
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2N123: The 2N123 was an early entry by General Electric in the industrial/military/computer market for
reliable and reasonably high performance (for the time) germanium transistors. This device was rated at
8MHz switching frequency, which made it suitable for computer and RF applications. For reliability, it used
the unique hermetically sealed and evacuated metal case design common to early GE transistors. The high
purchase price of this device limited its use in commercial applications, but the military used it in large
numbers. The 2N123 sold for approximately $5.50 throughout the late 1950s, which is equivalent to
approximately $50 per transistor in 2015. The 2N123 was used in many military and commercial computers
in the 1950s and 1960s, including the EDVAC which was a largely vacuum tube based successor to the original
ENIAC computer. The 2N123 was also used extensively in military digital applications.
4JDA70/ZJ11-501: General Electric, and other early transistor manufacturers, often used unique device
identifiers for experimental, preproduction or customer-specific devices that did not meet the requirements
of the more standard “2N” numbering scheme. GE, for example, used both the “ZJ” and the “4JD” prefixes
for these types of transistors. The 4JDA70 transistors shown above right are devices that are samples
from the actual lot of these transistors that were evaluated in the late 1950s by Battelle Institute under
contract to Remington Rand Univac. The technical aspects of this device evaluation program are detailed in
the September 1959 issue of IEEE/AIEE Transactions in the paper entitled: “Effects of Operation of
Germanium Alloy Junction Transistors Above Rated Conditions” by B. C. Spradlin. (See next page for more
information). As discussed in the paper, the GE 4JDA70 transistors, also identified as type ZJ11-501, were
special types of the standard 2N123. Note that each transistor is individually serialized. These are
extremely rare and historic devices.
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Copyright (C) 1959 by IEEE Transactions on Communications. Edited section of the article by B.C. Spradlin.

Historic GE Transistors: The 4JDA70/ZJ11-501 transistors shown here were used in the late 1950s life
test study documented by Spradlin in the paper noted above. Each transistor is identified with a serial
number label, and the transistors are packaged in a GE carton identifying the devices as type ZJ11-501 and
4JDA70. These transistors were developed by GE as a special type of the 2N123 p-n-p alloy junction highfrequency switching transistors. In addition to use in this life test study, this transistor type was also used
in the commercially available Autonetics RECOMP II digital computer.
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2N167/2N167A: The first GE junction transistors were introduced in 1953 (PNP alloy junction devices,
labeled as 2N43/44/45). Within the next couple of years, GE developed a variety of additional types,
including the NPN grown junction 2N167, introduced in 1955. This was a high reliability switching transistor
and was used in many digital computers and by the military in high reliability switching applications. The
2N167 was one of the first NPN germanium computer transistors available to the computer industry and
found wide spread acceptance for many years. The 2N167A was introduced in 1960 as a mechanically
“ruggedized” version of the 2N167 (same electrical specs). GE also developed USAF versions of the 2N167
and 2N167A. The 2N167/167A was produced well into the 1960s with likely millions of units sold. The
early GE NPN transistors were also notable for the “bath tub oval” case style, which was continued
throughout the 1960s. The high reliability aspects of this device allowed GE to charge a premium price for
these transistors; $6.45 each in the 1960 Lafayette Radio Semiconductor catalog - that’s over $50 in 2015
prices. An example of a computer using the 2N167A transistor was the Philco BASICPAC artillery computer
developed for the Army in the early 1960s.
CDC 6450004: The two rightmost units above are “house numbered” versions of the 2N167 – this device
uses the CDC company proprietary transistor numbering system, and was recovered from a surplus lot of
transistors manufactured by GE for use in CDC computers from the 1960s, prior to the large scale use of
silicon transistors or integrated circuits in commercial computers. It was not uncommon for computer
companies to use proprietary part numbers to identify devices purchased from the major semiconductor
manufacturers such as GE, General Transistor, Sylvania, TI, RCA and Motorola, and then use these devices
for circuit board production. The “645xxxx” transistor numbering system also appears in the Federal Supply
Code “FSC” listings for transistors approved for military use. These particular transistors have a 1968 date
code and were likely manufactured by GE as replacement parts for computers and digital equipment originally
designed and manufactured in the late 1950s or early 1960s.
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GE Rate Grown NPN Germanium Transistors: The scan above is a
section of a 1958 datasheet documenting key performance
specifications for the 2N167 transistor. The GE NPN germanium rate
grown technology, utilized for the 2N167, as well as for other
important 1950s/1960s GE transistors, was first developed at GE in
the mid-1950s and resulted in high reliability, high frequency devices
that saw widespread use in both commercial and military applications
for many years. At left is a diagrammatic view of this transistor
technology. The green highlighted area is an N-type germanium bar
which was grown from a bath of molten germanium and doped with a
small amount of P-type material so that the resultant bar has an NPN
structure. The red highlighted area shows the P-type area. High
mechanical reliability is achieved by solid physical support of the
germanium bar at each end (the Emitter and Collector connections) and
also at the P-type region (shown at left by the support of the red
highlighted area to the yellow highlighted Base connection.)
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USAF 2N43A: The first junction transistors made commercially by General Electric were the 2N43, 2N44
and 2N45, all introduced in 1953. This product line was originally developed under a military contract, and
the devices were required to meet rigorous performance requirements; GE developed a unique “top hat” style
case, which allowed a hermetic seal and internal vacuum to be used to ensure transistor junction protection
and high reliability. In 1955, a special version of the 2N43, labeled as the 2N43A, became the first
transistor qualified for use by the U. S. Air Force. The 2N43A was the commercial version of the first
military transistor, Air Force Type USAF 2N43A per MIL-T-25096. Many of the stringent mechanical and
electrical requirements of MIL-T-25096 were retained in the commercial 2N43A specification. For both
versions, the current amplification was held to relatively narrow limits by accurate process control rather
than by selection. The USAF 2N43A was a highly reliable general purpose transistor and was developed and
qualified to be used in military applications, including computers.
USAF 2N167/2N167A: Introduced in the mid-1950s, and using GE’s unique grown junction process, the
2N167 was one of the first highly reliable NPN germanium transistors available to the industry. Following
the military qualification process established first by the PNP 2N43A, the 2N167 and 2N167A NPN
transistors were also qualified for military use as USAF versions, using MIL-S-19500/11A (USAF). The
USAF 2N167 and USAF 2N167A were highly reliable NPN germanium switching transistors developed and
qualified to be used in military applications, especially computers. Other GE transistors from the
1950s/1960s qualified to USAF specifications included the USAF 2N123 and the USAF 2N461.
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The First Air Force Transistor: This February 1955 ad in Teletech magazine documents GE’s important
achievement with the USAF 2N43A transistor, the first industry’s first Air Force transistor. The
2N43/44/45 line of transistors was introduced in late 1953 and set the standard for reliability.
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2N525: GE was a major manufacturer of germanium transistors in the 1950s and 1960s, and the earliest
versions of the many different GE transistor types used a range of proprietary metal case styles, referred
to at the time as “pinched top”, “top hat” and “bath tub oval”. As the transistor industry became more
standardized in the late 1950s, GE released a series of transistors using the more standardized case styles
developed by the electronics industry organization “JEDEC”. Shown above are examples of GE transistors
using the JEDEC “TO-5” case style. The GE types 2N524, 2N525, 2N526 and 2N527 were germanium PNP
alloy junction transistors particularly recommended for low to medium power amplifier and switching
applications in the frequency range from audio to 100 KC. This series of transistors was intended for
military, industrial, and data processing applications where high reliability and extreme stability of
characteristics are of prime importance. The 2N524 and the 2N525 were equivalent to the 2N44 and 2N43
respectively and could be directly substituted in most applications. These devices were used extensively in
early commercial digital computers, including the Autonetics RECOMP II.
2N1307: The 2N1302 to 2N1309 series of transistors was originally developed by Texas Instruments in the
late 1950s to provide a complementary range of NPN/PNP high-frequency transistors for computer and
switching applications. The 2N1307 is the PNP complement to the NPN 2N1306 transistor, both of which
will operate up to a cutoff frequency of 10MC. This series of transistors was very successful and was used
extensively throughout the 1960s and 1970s in commercial and military computer applications. Several
transistor manufacturers, including GE, second-sourced this popular line of computer transistors, and the
2N1307 shown above is typical of one of these 1960s devices from GE. The 2N1307 was used in a variety of
industrial applications, including, for example, the control circuitry for the HFIR Test Module for the Safety
System of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory High Flux Isotope Reactor in 1968.
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By 1959, new GE germanium transistor types became available using the industry standard JETEC/JEDEC
TO-5 metal case style. The earlier GE transistor types using the proprietary case styles (top hat and bath
tub oval) continued to be produced as well. Shown above is a section of the June 1958 spec sheet for the GE
2N524, 2N525, 2N526 and 2N527 series of TO-5 computer-industrial transistors, with the 2N524
representing the lowest performance (gain and frequency cutoff) and the 2N527 representing the highest
performance (gain and frequency cutoff). As noted in the specification, the 2N525 was electrically
equivalent to the earlier 2N43 top hat transistor. In the 1950s, General Electric had established a reputation
for highly reliable and stable germanium transistors, and this new line of devices continued to emphasize
these characteristics, especially for military, industrial and data processing applications. These devices sold
well throughout the 1960s until commercial silicon transistor types became widely available.
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1959 Autonetics RECOMP II Transistorized Computer
GE Transistors in the RECOMP II
GE was a major supplier of germanium
transistors for commercial digital
computers in the late 1950s through the
1960s. As an example, the RECOMP line
of
computers
manufactured
by
Autonetics used a variety of GE
transistor types – the table at lower
right was developed based on an analysis
of the RECOMP II schematics and shows
the range of GE transistor types
(including non-standard “ZJ” and “4J”
types) used in the RECOMP II. This
table also documents other transistor
manufacturers that were supplying
devices for computer use. The photo
above and the product description of the
RECOMP II are excerpted from a 1959
Autonetics product brochure. There is
substantial information about the
RECOMP computers available online, with
Ed Thelen’s excellent BRL computer
report website providing extensive
material for further research.

Transistor
Type

Manufacturer

4JX1D804 = 2N395
ZJ11-509 = 2N123
2N43A = 2N525
2N321
2N443
NAA358 = 2N358
2N359A = H6
L5044B
2N398

General Electric
General Electric
General Electric
General Electric
Delco
General Transistor
Minneapolis Honeywell
Philco
RCA

Example Use in
Recomp II
Flip-Flop
Differential Amplifier
Switch
Photo Amplifier
Power Supply
Clock Power Amplifier
Power Supply
Clock Power Amplifier
Neon Driver

Transistor types used in the RECOMP II computer.
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GE Vacuum Tubes vs GE Transistors: This GE ad from the June 1961 volume of Scientific American
magazine well illustrates the dilemma faced by GE in the early 1960s, when sales of their vacuum tube
products were still a significant part of the corporate “bottom line” and transistor sales had not yet reached
the levels required to compensate for dropping tube sales. Several East Coast transistor manufacturers,
including Raytheon, Sylvania, CBS, RCA and GE were also large scale vacuum tube manufacturers, and within
a few years, with the rise of ICs and Silicon Valley, ads such as this one became irrelevant and these
germanium transistor companies were in decline.
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